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October 16, 2013Henok Tadesse, Electrical Engineer, BSc.Address: Ethiopia, Debrezeit, Mobile phone: +251 910 751339e-mail: entkidmt@yahoo.com or wchmar@gmail.comAbstractFrom elementary algebra and common sense, we know that , given that Vis different from zero. Yet we have lived with one of the daunting paradoxes in thehistory of science “ , for more than one hundred years, where C is thespeed of light and V is the velocity of an observer. All known experiments, includingthose performed to disprove it, confirmed it.Over a period of one hundred years, the scientific community has exhausted on threetheories to resolve this paradox: the ether theory, the emission theory and specialrelativity. The former two have long been rejected decisively.The majority of the scientific community assumes that this paradox has already beenresolved by special relativity. Yet scientists outside the mainstream thought havealways realized that relativity is not a true theory of nature, and thus looking back tothe long rejected ether and emission theories. Relativity has remainedcounterintuitive since its inception and has resulted in many unsolved paradoxes,creating many more paradoxes than it solved.The scientific community has been stuck in relativity for over a century because ofthree factors: 1. The lack of any alternative theory that could explain the long standingproblems of reference frames and solve the light speed paradox and the apparentsuccess of special relativity in resolving these paradoxes 2. The subtly unquestioned(yet false) bond between special relativity and the light postulate, which maderelativity undefeatable 3. And the firm experimental foundation of the light (thesecond) postulate. Because of the perceived (and stated) link between the lightpostulate and special relativity, most attempts to disprove relativity focused ondisproving the light postulate, and hence failed. No one ever thought of the possibilitythat the light postulate could be correct and relativity wrong. Therefore, a scientist



who disliked Einstein’s relativity theory automatically rejected the light postulatealso, which made attack on special relativity insurmountable. This paper introduces anew way to resolve the light speed paradox and hence divorcing Einstein’s lightpostulate from his theory of special relativity. The absolute constancy of the speed oflight is only a mysterious nature of light (electromagnetism) and is not due torelativity of space and time. Here is the most striking discovery in this paper: Dopplereffect AND the postulate of the absolute constancy of the speed of light result in thenew theory being proposed in this paper! This new theory can be called the relativityof electromagnetic fields. Transverse Doppler effect is also predicted by this theory.IntroductionFrom elementary algebra we know that , given that V is different fromzero. Yet we have lived with the paradox “ for more than one hundredyears, where C is the speed of light and V is the velocity of an observer . Many knownattempts and experiments have been made by scientists to disprove this equality; yetall experiments, including those performed by themselves, confirmed it. Not a singleexperiment so far showed any dependence of the speed of light on the speed of itssource.
Over a period of more than one hundred years, the scientific community hasexhausted on three theories to resolve this paradox: the ether theory, the emissiontheory and special relativity. The former two have long been rejected decisively, butmany scientists today are looking back to them because Einstein’s relativity hasremained counterintuitive and has been a source of many unsolved paradoxes.Despite this, relativity has remained a mainstream science todate because themajority of the scientific community assumes that the light paradox has already beenresolved by special relativity.
Many attempts and experiments that had been performed to disprove relativity hadfailed to disprove it. Why did they fail?In the next sections the reasons for these failures will be discussed and a new theorythat will resolve the light paradox and hence divorce the light postulate from specialrelativity will be presented.



Discussion
As we know, the whole story of relativity theory begins with the light speed paradox,“relative to what is the speed of light equal to C ? ”.Einstein’s genius provided a radical and correct proposition, the light postulate:“ the speed of light must be the same for all observers”With this hypothesis, Einstein was able to include (the invariance of) the speed oflight into Galileo’s invariance principle, the invariance of the speed of light in allinertial reference frames.Then, logically,  he would ask:“ how can the speed of light be the same for all observers ? “To this problem, his hypothesis was, inappropriately:“space and time must be relative”, then jumping to“not only space and time but also mass must be relative”The last two hypotheses, however, were inappropriate and have created many moreparadoxes than they solved.Therefore, the theory we now know as special relativity is a bond between the lightpostulate and the speculation of relativity of mass, length and time.
The scientific community has been stuck in Einstein’s relativity because of twofactors:1. There has  been no alternative theory that could explain the long standingproblems of reference frames and solve the light speed paradox2. Einstein’s relativity was bonded to his postulate of the absolute constancy ofthe speed of light, which has been confirmed repeatedly by the many wellknown experiments. It was this false (but subtly unquestioned) bond betweenthe two that made Einstein’s relativity undefeatable.
The light postulate has always been perceived as an inseparable part of specialrelativity theory because1. Special relativity (relativity of mass, length and time) was historically animmediate consequence of the light postulate (and of course of the firstpostulate). It has always been perceived to be its logical consequence also.2. Special relativity solved the existing paradoxes with apparent success3. Both were publicized in a single paper, simultaneously, and by the sameperson Einstein.



Therefore, no one thought of the possibility that part of Einstein’s proposal could beright (the light postulate) and part of it wrong (relativity of mass, length and time).Proponents of relativity accepted both with no attention to the internal consistency ofthe theory and anti-relativists rejected both without considering the possibility thatthe light postulate could be correct, despite the many experiments confirming it.Thus no one questioned the internal link within the theory.(One can guess that if the light postulate was proposed earlier than special relativity,perhaps by another scientist other than Einstein, this link would have been subjectedto examination and special relativity might have been rejected early. But proposal ofthe light postulate in isolation without stating its implication might be thought of asunrealistic)
Once Einstein proposed his radical special relativity theory (as consisting of the twopostulates and the relativity of mass, length and time), the theory diverted theattention of the physics community to itself and it became the subject of physics,whether by acceptance or by rejection.Before Einstein’s proposal the physics community worked on the puzzle:“ if the speed of light is C (as in Maxwell’s equation), relative to what is it constant ”Once Einstein proposed his relativity theory (the two postulates and relativity ofmass, length and time) as a solution to this puzzle and the existing problem ofreference frames, the majority of the physics community never raised this puzzleagain. This was because, for those who accepted special relativity, the light postulatesolved it (of course correctly), but those who rejected special relativity rather workedon how relativity could be wrong or on the already existing emission or the ethertheories. They rejected the light postulate, not only because it was counterintuitivebut mainly because of its immediate perceived (and stated) implication: specialrelativity. Thus the link between the light postulate and special relativity was shieldedfrom inspection in a subtle manner, making it unlikely for anyone to think ofdivorcing the two.
If the anti-relativist physics community restarted working on the original light speedpuzzle (“ relative to what is the speed of light constant ?” ), by rejecting all ofEinstein’s proposals, they could have rediscovered the  light postulate alreadyproposed by Einstein, but then this would have been again perceived as theconfirmation of special relativity because the light postulate and special relativitywere always perceived as one. The whole scenario was such that it was almostunlikely to accept the light postulate and reject relativity, or to reject the whole theory(the two postulates and special relativity) and restart working on the original lightspeed puzzle and make any progress, because of the trap of relativity. Thus Einstein’s



genius provided us his correct and crucial light speed postulate by which we werebound to accept his wrong relativity theory for a whole century.Thus most of the attempts to disprove relativity (relativity of length, time, mass, . . .)focused on disproving the light postulate because it has always been perceived as oneof the two pillars of special relativity. But the firm experimental foundation of thelight postulate made attack on relativity difficult. Therefore, all those attempts thatwere made to disprove relativity by rejecting the light postulate followed the wrongstrategy. The light postulate has been the single crucial part of relativity which keptthe whole relativity theory (both special and general) in science for over a century.Otherwise relativity has no other intuitive or observational basis todate.
Therefore, it seems that, after Einstein’s proposal the course of physics during the lastcentury was almost unavoidable.
Einstein’s relativity is a false theory married to his correct light speed postulate. Theconstancy of the speed of light is a correct hypothesis, but everything which wasderived from it, including the relativity of space, time and mass, and the equivalenceof mass and energy, the curvature of space-time, the four dimensions, etc  are all false,including the “nothing moves at or above the speed of light”. Therefore, from thewhole theory of Einstein’s relativity, only the two postulates (the invariance of thelaws of physics in all inertial frames and  the constancy of the speed of light) areconsidered to be correct in this paper. Regarding the first postulate, and absolutemotion, the author has already proposed  theories:Dynamic absolute space      and     Dual and dynamic nature of space[1].
I was one of those who disliked Einstein’s relativity because of its counter intuitivenature. I have been swinging between the three theories (with emission theory by farthe most favoured and relativity by far the least), shifting from one theory to the otheras I always hit the wall in one theory. I followed the same wrong strategy of attackingthe light speed postulate and finally gave up, accepting the postulate of absolute speedof light after a considerable resistance and after reading the many historicalexperiments [2] which always confirmed it , with the results of those knownexperiments giving me repeated blows on my resistance to the light postulate. After abreak of despair, I came across an intuitive idea that finally led me to develop thetheory presented in this paper and to follow the strategy of divorcing the light speedpostulate from the theory of relativity of length, time and mass.



Therefore, accepting of Einstein’s light speed postulate AND rejecting specialrelativity were the crucial steps in the development of the new theory proposed inthis paper. The crucial question was : how else can the absolute constancy of thespeed of light be explained ?The new solution
The solution proposed in this paper is an apparently counterintuitive mystery ofnature of light, but which is strikingly consistent with our existing knowledge : theDoppler effect and the constancy of the speed of light.
We start by accepting Einstein’s light postulate as the correct solution to the lightspeed paradox.The speed of light is the same for all observers moving relative to each other.Then how else can the absolute constancy of the speed of light be explained? How cantwo observers moving relative to each other measure the same speed of the samelight beam?
While working on this puzzle, I got an intuitive hint which was key to arrive at thenew solution to the paradox : no two observers moving relative to each other observethe same beam in the same way.
So we see a subtle wrong assumption in the above question:‘ .   .   . two observers  .  .  . same light beam ’.
If the two observers observe the same light beam differently, there may be somepossibility to solve the paradox. Observing the same speed of the same beam in thesame way by two relatively moving observers is counterintuitive.
At least we can intuitively think that the wave will appear to be either spread over alarger space or be compressed into a smaller space as we move away or movetowards the source respectively. Doppler effect supports this view! Now it is this ideathat we have to develop.Starting from this idea how can we solve the paradox? After repeated trials I arrivedat the following simple solution.Imagine (Fig.1) a light (or electromagnetic) source S emitting light pulses, and twoobservers, observer O and observer P at the same point (X=O=P) on the X-axis att = 0. Both points O and P are the same point on the X-axis (they are named



differently only for convenience). Suppose that at this instant (t=0) observer O is atrest relative to the source and observer P is moving with velocity V towards thesource.The new theory proposed in this paper states that the two observers O and P will notobserve the same light beam in the same way. Observer O observes the red wave andobserver P observes the blue spatially compressed wave.
The red diagram shown is the spatial distribution of the wave at an instant of time asobserved by the stationary observer O (i. e the “snapshot” of the wave in space astaken by the stationary observer O, at an instant of time), the blue diagram is thewave as observed by observer P as he/she is moving towards the source with velocityV and the purple diagram is the wave as observed by observer P as he is moving awayfrom the source with velocity V. The orange wave is the wave as observed by anobserver R at point R (X=R=Q) moving towards the source with velocity V1.
We can obtain the diagram of the blue wave by compressing the red wave towards thesource by fixing the end point of the red wave at the source.Therefore, the wave just gets compressed back to its source, as observed by themoving observer P, with its end point at the source fixed.Thus, peak point A on the red wave for observer O corresponds to peak point A’ onthe blue wave for observer P.At  t = 0, both observers O and P are at the same point (X=O=P) on the x-axis, butobserver P is moving with velocity V to the left at this instant. Suppose that the light(EM) source is emitting the peak point A on the red wave at t = 0 as observed byobserver O. After a delay of time ∆T, the peak point A will arrive at point X=O and beobserved by observer O.During the same interval of time (∆T) that the pulse travels from the source to point O(observer O), observer P would have advanced to the left  by an amount  (V. ∆T), tomeet the corresponding peak point A’ on the blue wave, which lags behind point A onthe red wave, by an amount  (V. ∆T).

After a delay of ∆T (at t = ∆T), observer O (at X=O) observes peak point A andobserver P (at X=P’) observes the corresponding point A’ . Thus points A and A’ areobserved by observer O and observer P respectively, simultaneously ! Even thoughobserver O and observer P are at different locations, they observe points A and A’simultaneously. (later it will be shown that the speed of the blue wave relative to thesource is C – V, as shown in Fig.1 ).Although slightly counter intuitive, this should not cause us much trouble because thetwo observers are observing different forms of the same wave afterall.
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Therefore, even if P is moving towards the source with velocity V, he/she will notobserve peak point A’ earlier than O observes the corresponding peak point A !Observer O and observer P observe peak points A and A’ respectively, at differentpoints X=O and X=P ’ respectively, simultaneously ! Thus both observers observe thevelocity of light to be the same!This satisfies the requirement of the light postulate.
The amount by which the wave gets compressed back to the source (as observed byobserver P) depends on the velocity V of the observer P and on the delay ∆T, and isequal to (V. ∆T). Note that ∆T always means the time it takes a point on the wave totravel from the source to the observer.
If different observers are moving towards the source with different velocities, eachmoving observer observes different (differently compressed ) forms of the red wave.Here the red wave is the wave an observer at rest relative to the source observes andthis wave is always the wave we compress (or expand) to obtain what any movingobserver observers. Two moving observers observe the same wave only if they aremoving with the same velocity. Each moving observer observes ‘his/her’ wave whichdepends on his/her velocity. For example, assume a stationary observer Q at X=Q andanother observer R at the same location (X=R=Q) moving with some velocity Vtowards the source at point X=R (Fig.1d), at some instant of time to. Observer Qobserves the red wave and observer R observes the orange wave (not the blue wavethat observer P is observing). What observer R observes after a delay of time ∆T(at  t = to + ∆T), at X=R’, can be obtained, as before, by calculating V. ∆T andcompressing the red wave back to the source by this amount, where ∆T is the timedelay of point B on the red wave to travel from the source to the stationary observerQ. Thus at the same instant that observer Q observes point B (at X=Q), observer Robserves point B’ (at X=R’). This is just to stress that every observer observes adifferent wave depending on his/her velocity relative to the source.
To clarify the discussions so far in a different approach, next we determine what anobserver P moving with velocity V towards the source, at distance D1 from the source,at an instant of time, will observe at that instant of time:
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So the problem is to determine the distance D of the stationary observer O who isobserving the same corresponding point on the red wave as observer P is observingon the blue wave, at that instant of time.  From Fig.2 we can see that
D= D1 + V. ∆T ,   but   D =  C . ∆T  ,   soC . ∆T  = D1  +  V. ∆TFrom the above equation ∆T will be determined as:

Therefore, distance D of the corresponding stationary observer O from the source willbe:
Therefore, observer P at that instant of time will observe what a stationary observer Oat distance D from the source is observing at that instant of time.We may also interpret this as if observer P has caught up with the light beam.
Proof that observers O and P measure the same speed of lightSo far we have agreed that observer O and observer P will observe correspondingpoints on the red and blue waves respectively simultaneously. Now we show how thisleads to the conclusion that both observers observe the same speed of light.Since observer O is stationary relative to the source, obviously he measures the speedof the red wave to be equal to C. Next we will determine what speed of the blue wavethe moving observer P will observe (measure).Peak points A and A’ (Fig.1) arrive at points X=O and X= P’ simultaneously, at t = .Thus the speed of the red wave relative to the source will be :
And the speed of the blue wave relative to the source will be:
Therefore, the speed of the blue wave relative to the source is:Now the relative speed between the blue wave and observer P will be determined as:

(the two velocities add because they are opposite in direction)Therefore we have shown that even if observer P is moving towards the source withvelocity V, he will still observe the velocity of the blue wave to be equal to C.
We see that the speed of the blue wave relative to the source decreases from C by the



same amount of the velocity V of the observer P so that the relative velocity betweenthe moving observer P and the blue wave is always equal to C.This can be restated as:
Velocity of the (blue) wave relative to the source (C’) +Velocity of the observer relative to the source (V) =  constant  =  C(for an observer moving towards the source)
For example if the velocity of the observer is 0.9C towards the source, the velocity ofthe wave relative to the source will be equal to 0.1C .
Observer moving away from the sourceAll the discussions made so far assumed an observer moving towards the source. Wecan use the same basic approach to understand the case of an observer moving awayfrom the source. Here we will not repeat every discussion made for the case of anobserver moving towards the source; we discuss only on some aspects.For the case of an observer receding away from the source (Fig. 1c), the wave justexpands spatially away from the source (i. e with its end point at the source fixed), asobserved by the moving observer P. In this case, as observer P is moving to the rightwith velocity V, in the same direction as the wave, he observes the purple wave (anexpanded form of the red wave that the stationary observer O is observing).
As before, assume that at t=0 both observers O and P are at the same location(X=O=P), but observer P is moving away from the source with velocity V at thisinstant of time (t = 0). Suppose that at the same time t = 0 the source radiates thepeak point A on the red wave as observed by observer O. The peak point A will beobserved by O after some time delay ∆T. During this time, observer P will haveadvanced to the right by a distance of (V. ∆T) (Fig. 1c), where he/she meets(observes) the corresponding point A’ on the purple wave.Therefore, as before, although P is moving in the same direction as the wave, he willnot observe peak point A’ later than O observes point A, and both observe points A andA’ respectively, simultaneously. In this case also observers O and P observe the samespeed of light.
In this case of an observer moving away from the source, the speed of the purple wave(Fig.1) increases from C by the same amount of the velocity V of the observer, so thatthe relative speed between the purple wave and the observer is always equal to C,irrespective of the speed of the observer.



This can be restated as:
Velocity of the (purple) wave relative to the source (C’)Velocity of the observer relative to the source (V)= constant = C
For example, if the observer is receding away from the source with velocity V=100C,then velocity of the purple wave relative to the source will be C’ = 101C, so that therelative velocity between the observer and the purple wave will be: 101C 100C = C.
An observer moving towards the source with velocity greater than CWe have seen that an observer moving towards the source will observe compressedform of the wave. As the speed of the observer towards the source increases, thespeed of the blue wave relative to the source decreases from C by the same amount. Inthe limit, when an observer is moving towards the source with velocity C, the wholewave (field)in space (from source to infinity) will be compressed in to a single pointat the source and will be stationary.What if the velocity of the observer increases to be greater than C while he/she ismoving towards the source? In this case the wave velocity just changes direction(away from the observer) and he will not observe any wave until he gets to the otherside of the source. Once he gets to the other side of the source, it will become the caseof an observer moving away from the source. (However, this interpretation should betaken as provisional.)The correctness of the new theory
The new theory = Doppler effect   + constancy of the speed of light
Doppler effect AND the absolute constancy of the speed of light demand that observer Oand observer P observe points A and A’, respectively, simultaneously !
The two premises of this theory (Doppler effect and the light postulate ) are wellestablished, hence confirming its correctness.
Some consequences of the new theoryAccording to the new theory proposed in this paper, there is no theoretical velocitylimit to moving objects or observers. This is clearly in contradiction with specialrelativity. Thus theoretically it is possible to move at a velocity greater than the



velocity of light. However, it is impossible to catch up with light by moving in the samedirection because the relative velocity between any observer and light is always equalto C. The velocity of the light relative to the source (for that particular observer) willalways be C+V, so that he will never catch up with the light beam. The velocity of lightrelative to the source for an observer ranges from zero (for an observer movingtowards the source with velocity C) to infinity (for an observer moving away from thesource at infinite speed). However, remember that the relative velocity between theobserver and light is always equal to C.One of the apparently odd consequences of the new theory is that, an observer cancatch up with light if he moves towards the source with the necessary velocity (lessthan C). This means that the observer should not move in the same direction as thelight wave to catch up with it: he should move in the opposite direction of the lightwave. However, note that he will observe only a different form of the wave (the bluewave) depending on his speed, even when he catches up with the light.
Doppler shiftHere we analyse the consequence of the new theory on Doppler shift (Fig.3).

Fig.3
Suppose that the red wave is the wave as observed by a stationary observer and theblue wave is the wave as observed by an observer moving towards the source withvelocity V. Therefore, the moving observer observes the blue wave, which is thecompressed form of the red wave by V. ∆T . Assume that there are ‘n’ cycles of the redwave ; therefore, there will also be ‘n’ cycles of the blue wave.
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From the above we get ∆λ as: ,     where ∆λ = λ - λ'

And will be determined as follows:
To determine in terms of

From the above,
For the case of an observer moving away from the source with velocity V, V will besubstituted as negative in the above equations.Transverse Doppler effectIn the discussions so far, the special case of an observer moving directly towards oraway from a light source has been considered. In this section the case of an observermoving with velocity V relative to light source in the lateral direction will beconsidered (Fig.4).
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The apparent speed of light relative to the source (C’) will be such that the speed oflight relative to the observer is always equal to C.
The speed of light relative to the observer (C) = the apparent speed of light relativeto the source (C’) – the speed of the observer relative to the source (V)

C = C’ – V (Vector addition)
but C’ 2 +  V2 =  C2
Therefore,

C’   =  ( C2 - V2)1/2
The apparent speed of light relative to the source (C’) will decrease to be less than Cso that the speed of light relative to the observer is always equal to C. This means thatthe light beam will be compressed back to the source, hence transverse Dopplereffect.From the previous section
Since (in the previous section),C’ = C – V ⇒ V = C – C’
Therefore,Δf  =  (V/C’). f = (C/C’ – 1) .  f
Then we will derive the transverse Doppler frequency shift by substitutingC’   =  ( C2 – V2)1/2in the above equation.Therefore, the frequency shift due to transverse Doppler effect  will be
Δf  = [ (  C/( C2 – V2)1/2 ) – 1 ]  .   f
where V is the transverse velocity of the observer relative to the source.Note that, from the above equation, Δf is always positive, i. e the transverse velocityof an observer always results in a positive Doppler frequency shift, i. e apparent



increase of observed frequency .
For the general case of an observer moving at an arbitrary angle relative to thesource, the frequency shifts due to longitudinal and lateral Doppler effects will becomputed independently and the total Doppler frequency shift will be the sum (ordifference) of the two.

Stellar Aberration

The angle of aberration β can be obtained from the vector equation:C  = C’ – VKnowledge of angle α  and the magnitude of V are enough to determine the angle of
aberration β.
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Equivalence of source and observer motionsIn all the discussions so far, the observer was considered to be moving in the restframe of the light source. However, according to Einstein’s notion of space, the sourcecan also be considered to be moving in the rest frame of the observer, with the sameresults. The light beam undergoes an apparent compression or expansion if thesource is considered to be moving, just as in the case of the observer moving in therest frame of the source.The relativity of electromagnetic fieldsThe new theory proposed in this paper can be called the relativity of electromagneticfields. This means that two observers moving relative to each other observe the sameelectromagnetic field differently. For example, the electromagnetic field appears to becompressed for the moving observer P in the previous discussion, if he is movingtowards the source and it appears to be expanded if he is moving away from thesource. Therefore, the constancy of the speed of light is not due to relativity of spaceand time, but only due to relativity of electromagnetic fields.ConclusionIf the theory proposed in this paper proves to be correct, it will change the courseof physics during the last century, and this will be deeply impressive.I believe the discovery of this theory is a divine revelation; I believe to think of apossibility other than the three theories (the emission, the ether and specialrelativity) is almost impossible otherwise. Always thanks to God and His Mother, OurLady Saint Virgin Mary.References1. Dual and dynamic nature of spacehttp://vixra.org/pdf/1310.0045v2.pdfDynamic absolute spacehttp://vixra.org/pdf/1305.0014v2.pdf2.AcknowledgmentsThis theory wouldn’t have been possible without the well known, historical andrigorous experiments that always confirmed the constancy of the speed of light andwithout Einstein’s revolutionary  notion of motion and his two postulates, especially thelight postulate.




